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What motivated you to want to have social impact through investing?

● This has been a personal journey that continues to evolve even till today. I came to the
United States to pursue a degree in Chemical Engineering and along that path, discovered
my passion for promoting sustainability. Post-graduation, my first job was in finance on
wall street and I saw first-hand how capital shaped the world we live in. My motivation to
redirect where some of that capital funnels through grew exponentially and I am very
much still on the journey to understand how to answer a simple question - 'what purpose
does capital play in our society?’

How have your experiences as a Black person contributed to your work? Has your unique
perspective created opportunities or barriers that you may not have had otherwise?

● In my current seat, I lead the institutional growth of Capricorn Investment Group as a
mission-aligned Outsourced Chief Investment Officer (OCIO) and my role keeps me
constantly engaged with asset owners mainly foundations, family offices and institutional
investors broadly, looking to align their mission with their entire balance sheet. Through
feedback, I have come to understand the value of my lived experience and the
appreciation that perspective brings to the conversation. But the work I am most proud of
is the opportunities I continue to create for others. Earlier in my career, I yearned for
personal ‘board of directors’ who understood my lived experience, were willing to invest
in my unproven abilities and were genuine. I intend to use the opportunity I have been
given to uplift and motivate others in the same predicament.

Based on your experience, what are the barriers to equity in the sustainable finance industry?

● Lack of representation, awareness, and active coaching. I strongly believe these barriers
can easily be solved for as the ethos behind sustainable finance dedicates that it should.

What do you see as the future for black professionals in this industry?



● I am concerned there is still a lack of proactive efforts and initiatives to train and coach
black professionals in asset management. This is relationship-driven industry, and many
black professionals simply do not have the relevant relationships to stay competitive.
Nonetheless, I am encouraged by the increased momentum to seed emerging fund
managers, many of which are black and female professionals and I look forward to the
multiplier effect this activity will have over the next 10 years.

What can non-Black colleagues do to be better allies?
● Support black professionals in expanding their network. Networks can lead to access and

access can bring about transformational change. Make that introduction today!

What would you say to a young black student to encourage him/her/them to consider a career
in sustainable finance?

● Do not chase the job, rather chase the skill sets. Took me several years to understand and
digest this concept but ultimately led me to a fulfilling career path.


